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                                                               The Fossil Record  
I. Vocabulary Terms 
  1. ___________________________ – based on earth process, having to do with geology 

  2. ___________________________ – having to do with specific layers, often horizontal parallel layers 

  3. ___________________________ – when an object gets its meaning by comparison to other objects. 

  4. ___________________________ – unlimited, having total definitive authority 

  5. ___________________________ - a remnant, or representation of an organism that existed in a past age 

  6. ___________________________ – all fossils discovered, and the information derived from them. 

  7. ___________________________ – arranged in order of time 

  8. ___________________________ - when age is determined by the amount of radioactive material. 

  9. ___________________________ - a fact, occurrence, or circumstance observed or observable 

10. ___________________________ – a range or system of mountains 

11. ___________________________ – The depression or low spot on the earth’s crust where an ocean exists 

12. ___________________________ - to cover or become covered with glaciers or masses of ice 

13. ___________________________ - A fracture in a rock formation along which there has been movement 

14. ___________________________ – microscopic life forms such ad single celled organisms 

15. ___________________________ - the span of time within which certain events occur 

16. ___________________________ – layers of dirt, or sand built up over time, often a result of water 

17. ___________________________ – how the body systems and structures of an organism are organized 

18. ___________________________ – an event which resulted in the death of numerous organisms 

19. ___________________________ - to come into existence and development 

 

II. Core Science Idea – ESS1.C: The History of Planet Earth  

The ____________________time __________ interpreted from rock 

__________ provides a way to ____________________ Earth’s history. 

____________________ of rock __________ and the fossil 

_____________ provide only ______________ dates, not an 

____________________ scale. 

 

Geologic
Strata
Relative
Absolute
Fossil
Fossil record
Chronological

Radioactive dating
Phenomenon
Mountain chain
Ocean basin
Glaciations
Fault
Microbial
Timescales
Sedimentary layers
Anatomical structure
Mass extinction
Emerge

geologic scale
strata organize

Analysis strata
record relative

absolute



III. Core Science Idea – LS4.A.1: Evidence of Commonality and Diversity in the Fossil Record 

The collection of ____________________ and their ____________________ in 

____________________ order (e.g., through the ____________________ of the 

sedimentary layers in which they are found or through ____________________ 

____________________) is known as the fossil __________ . It documents the 

____________________, ____________________, ____________________, and 

__________ of many life forms throughout the history of life on __________. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

IV. Science Standard - MS-ESS1-4 – Fossil Record Time Scale 

A. Statement 

Construct a scientific ____________________ based on ____________________ from rock __________ for 

how the ____________________ time __________ is used to ____________________ Earth's 4.6-billion-year-

old ____________________.  

 

B. Articulating the explanation of phenomena 

 1. Scientists articulate a ____________________ that relates the given _________________________, 

to a scientific __________ , including how events in the Earth’s 4.6 billion-year-old ____________________ 

are organized ____________________ to one another using the geologic time __________. 

 2. Scientists use ____________________ and ____________________ to construct an _____________. 

In their explanation, scientists describe how the relative __________ of __________ is determined on the 

geologic time __________ using: 

  a. __________ __________ and relative __________ of rock units  

i. (e.g., _______________ of layering). 

b. Major __________ in the Earth’s ____________________ and/or specific _______________ 

in fossils over __________. 

i. These major events might 

include 

formation of ____________________ __________,   

formation of ____________________   

____________________, 

volcanic ____________________ ,  ____________________,  ____________________impacts, 

____________________ of groups of organism 

fossils placement
chronological locations

radioactive
dating record

existence diversity extinction
change Earth

explanation evidence strata
geologic scale organize

history

statement phenomenon
idea history

relative scale
evidence reasoning explanation

order events
scale

rock   strata ages
patterns

events history changes
time

mountain chains
ocean

basins
eruptions glaciations asteriod

extinctions



C. Evidence 

 1. Scientists ____________________ and ____________________ the ____________________ 

necessary for constructing the ____________________, including: 

  a. Types and order of rock __________ . 

  b. The ____________________ record. 

c. Identification of and evidence for major __________ (s) in the 

Earth’s __________________ 

i. (e.g., volcanic eruptions, asteroid impacts, etc.). 

 2. Scientist use ____________________ valid and 

____________________ sources of _____________, 

which may include their own ____________________.

  

D. Reasoning 

 1. Scientists use ____________________, along with the assumption that ____________________ and 

__________ that describe the natural world operate __________ as they did in the __________ and will 

____________________to do so in the ____________________. 

2. This reasoning connects the ____________________, and supports an ____________________ for 

how the ____________________ time scale is used to construct a ____________________ of the Earth’s 

____________________.  

3. Scientists use the following chain of ____________________ for their explanation: 

  a. Unless they have been ____________________ by subsequent activity, _____________ rock 

layers sit on __________ of __________ rock layers, allowing for a relative ____________________ in time of 

the ____________________ of the layers  

i. (i.e., __________ sedimentary rocks 

lie ______________ younger sedimentary 

rocks). 

  b. Any rocks or features that __________ 

existing rock __________ are ________________ than the 

rock strata that they cut.  

i. (e.g., a ________________fault cutting __________ __________, existing rock strata). 

  c. The fossil record can provide ____________________ __________ based on the 

____________________ or ____________________ of organisms.  
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explanation
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events
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multiple
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older
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younger across older
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i. fossil layers that contain only ____________________ animal groups are usually  

_____________ than fossil layers that contain animal groups that are ____________  

_____________ today, 

ii. layers with only ____________________ fossils are typical of the 

____________________ evidence of life 

  d. Specific major __________  (e.g., extensive __________ flows, volcanic 

____________________ , asteroid ____________________ ) can be used to indicate periods of __________ 

that occurred ____________________ a given event from periods that occurred __________ it. 

  e. Using a combination of the order of rock ____________________, the fossil _____________, 

and evidence of major geologic ____________________, the relative time ____________________ of events 

can be constructed as a __________ for Earth’s history, even though the ____________________ involved are 

immensely ______________ than the lifetimes of ____________ or the entire history of ________________. 

 

V. Science Standard - MS-LS4-1 - Fossil Record Patterns 

A. Statement 

____________________ and ____________________ data for ____________________ in the 

________________  ____________________ that document 

the ____________________, ____________________, 

____________________, and ____________________ of life 

forms throughout the ____________________ of life on 

Earth under the assumption that natural __________ 

operate _________________ as in the __________. 

 

B. Organizing data 

 1. Scientists organize the given __________  (e.g., using tables, graphs, charts, images), to describe the 

____________________ of specific types of ____________________ organisms in the fossil ______________ 

as a function of __________, as determined by their ____________________ in the sedimentary __________ 

or the __________of rocks. 

 2. Scientists organize the __________ in a way that allows for the ____________________, 

____________________, and ____________________ of ____________________ and 

____________________ in the data. 

 

extinct
older still
alive

microbial
earliest

events lava
eruptions impacts time

before after
layers record

events ordering
model time scales

vaster humans humanity

Analyze interpret patterns
fossil record
existence diversity
extinction change

history
laws

today past

data
appearance fossilized record

time locations layers
ages

data identification
analysis interpretation similarities

differences



C. Identifying relationships 

 1. Scientists identify: 

  a. ____________________ between any given set of ____________________ __________and 

the relative __________ of those layers. 

  b. The __________ period(s) during which a given __________ organism is 

____________________ in the fossil ____________________. 

  c. ____________________ of __________ for which ____________________ in the 

____________________ or ____________________ of large numbers of 

organisms or specific __________ of organisms can be 

____________________ in the fossil record  

i. (e.g., a fossil layer with very few organisms 

immediately next to a fossil layer with many types of 

organisms). 

  d. ____________________ of changes in the level of 

____________________ of ____________________ ____________________in organisms in the __________ 

record, as a function of __________. 

 

D. Interpreting data 

 1. Scientists ____________________ and ____________________ the data to determine 

____________________ for the ____________________, ____________________, ____________________, 

and ____________________ in life forms throughout the history of __________, using the 

____________________ that natural laws operate __________ as they would have in the __________. 

Scientists use ____________________ and ____________________ in the observed patterns to provide 

____________________for: 

  a. When __________ ____________________ occurred. 

  b. When organisms or types of organisms 

____________________, went ____________________, or 

____________________.  c. The long-term 

____________________ in the ____________________ and ____________________ of organisms on Earth.  

patterns sedimentary layers
ages

time fossil
present record

periods time changes
presence absence

types
observed

patterns
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time
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change earth
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emerged extinct
changed
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